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PROBATE VALUATION

Biddle and Webb assist in hundreds of deceased estates each year.  We use our secure, in-house software 
solution to manage each valuation allowing us to identify, authenticate, value, document and share each 
inventory where appropriate. Each room is filmed and saved and each item of commercial value identified 
and photographed. Our valuation team are notified and access each inventory to ensure our valuations are 
of market value. 

Our signed declarations are HMRC compliant. Our software solution allows for remote, secure storage of 
all aspects of the estate valuation.

ESTATE MANAGEMENT

At this difficult time, we are often asked to undertake tasks such as changing of locks, stairlift removal,        
management of post and alarms, cleaning, disposal of prescription tablets, key management, weekly visits, 
gardening and property maintenance.

ETHICAL CLEARANCE

We provide a quote for clearance. We arrange for collection of saleable items to auction, and we work 
in partnership with charities to help dispose of items to support our sustainable policy on items of no              
commercial value. As a registered waste carrier, we ethically dispose and recycle any remaining items. We 
deal with scrap metal, heavy machinery and large vehicles. 

PROPERTY SALES

We specialise in the boutique auction of probate properties and land.  We organise RICS valuations of  
property and discuss through with you the benefits of public auction. Alternatively, our dual instruction       
partnership with estate agents offers the best of both worlds, allowing for potential sale via the traditional 
market or subsequently via public auction. This allows for testing the market and quicker completion.

JEWELLERY, SILVER & WATCHES

Our qualified FGA DGA gemmologist will report on all aspects of any jewellery valuation. By having            
in-house expertise we offer peace of mind being fully insured with secure onsite storage.

ANTIQUES, FINE ART & COLLECTABLES

Biddle and Webb have a proud heritage in the identification, authentication, valuation and auction of        
millions of pounds of antiques, art and collectables.  We enjoy finding items that we have never seen before 
and pride ourselves on our excellent sale results.

WINE & SPIRITS

Our services go beyond chattels and jewellery, we have a dedicated team who have a wealth of expertise 
and will provide an appraisal on wine and spirits. Our quarterly wine sales are very well attended and offer 
an informal chance to network.



CARS & VEHICLES

Biddle and Webb value and sell all types of vehicles.  We advise when keys or paperwork are not available.  
We understand private number plates and classic vehicles.  We arrange collection and storage and are fully 
insured.  

HOW WE SELL

We achieve great hammer results. We are a digital auctioneer. Using a combination of website and social 
media marketing we consistently achieve the best possible market prices for our vendors. Our real-time    
bidding platform and promotion through The Saleroom.com, Zoopla, Rightmove and On The Market       
attracts buyers across the country.. 

HOW WE PAY THE ESTATE

Once we have received your instruction to clear the contents of the estate, the costs of the clearance and 
management of the estate are deducted from the proceeds of the sellable items, or if there is a deficit, the 
estate will be invoiced. Cheques for the proceeds from the sale are sent out within 4-6 weeks from the date 
of the sale.

CHARGES

We charge £100 plus VAT per hour for a signed written declaration for HMRC with regards to chattels. We 
charge 16% plus VAT and a £5 plus VAT marketing fee on each lot sold at auction.  

RICS property valuations are priced on application.  

For property sales we charge 1.25% plus VAT and a £250 plus VAT marketing fee.
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REALISED £5,200REALISED £11,000

REALISED £365,000

REALISED £9,000

REALISED £1,600 REALISED £400

REALISED £4,300



Jewellery Quarter Office

36 Vyse Street
Birmingham
B18 6JY
T: 0121 455 8042
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